HISTORYOFHAIKU

MODERNHAIKU

POINT RICHARDS

The Japanese Grand-Masters of haiku are

Western haiku has consisted of three lines,

considered to be Matuso Basho (1600s),

the first with five syllables followed by a

Yosa Buson (1700s), Kobayashi Issa (1700-

seven-syllable line then another of five.

1800s) and Masaoka Shiki (1800s).

It often makes reference to a season and
may have a split meaning.

They wrote witty, linked, seventeen-syllable
stanzas which developed into the more
modern form of stand-alone haiku.

Modern haiku is less rigid in its structure.
It is sometimes called a ‘one breath poem’
where a moment in time is captured and

Minimalism was the key, the number of

portrayed in the fewest of words.

'Old pond!
a frog plunges into
watersound.’

Most of the haiku in this Point Richards trail
follow the seventeen syllable structure.
They have been written by local writers
J Macaulay and J Campbell to reflect
the delicate environment within the
Point Richards Flora and Fauna Reserve.

It both connects with, and severs from, the
past. It was part of a collaborative linked

Thank you for visiting and

verse, the response being…

we hope you enjoyed

‘On young leaves of rush

HAIKUPOEMTRAIL
Point Richards Flora and Fauna Reserve is
dedicated to the conservation of indigenous
plants and wildlife. At 62 hectares, it is one of
the largest areas of native bushland and

syllables being more of a guide than a rule.
One of Basho’s most well-known haiku is…

Flora and Fauna Reserve

Growling grass frog
Photo: Mary Boothroyd

ephemeral wetlands on the Bellarine Peninsula.

Enjoy this beautiful reserve while also enjoying
some poetry!

The Port Arts Network, together with Bellarine
Bayside, has installed multiple haiku poems
within the reserve in order to provide an

the Haiku Poem Trail

intriguing way of interpreting the history,

at Point Richards!

landscapes, flora and fauna within the reserve.

hangs a spider’s web.’

Take only photos,
leave only footprints.
Please take all rubbish
home (including food scraps)
and respect the reserve by not
removing any flora and fauna.
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Have fun locating the haiku as you follow the
various trails within the reserve, and take a
moment to allow your senses to respond to your
surroundings.

Perhaps write some haiku of
your own!
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